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ABSTRACT
Bybuildingphysically sound interatomic force constants,weoffer evidenceof theuniversal presence
of a quadratic phonon branch in all unstrained 2D materials, thus contradicting much of the exist-
ing literature. Through a reformulation of the interatomic force constants (IFCs) in terms of internal
coordinates, we find that a delicate balance between the IFCs is responsible for this quadraticity. We
use this approach to predict the thermal conductivity of Pmmn borophene, which is comparable to
that ofMoS2, and displays a remarkable in-plane anisotropy. These qualitiesmay enable the efficient
heat management of borophene devices in potential nanoelectronic applications.
IMPACT STATEMENT
The newly found universality of quadratic dispersion will change the way 2D-material phonons are
calculated. Predicted results forborophene shall becomea fundamental reference for future research
on this material.
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Exfoliated single-layer and few-layer materials have
recently emerged as potentially revolutionary for many
different applications.[1] Following the first isolation of
graphene, the number of exfoliated 2D materials to be
studied continues to increase every year. Some recent
examples drawing large audiences areMoS2 [2] and black
phosphorene,[3,4] which are particularly promising for
electronics and optoelectronics. Other few-layer materi-
als, such as silicene, are still just at the theoretical mod-
eling stage, but large experimental efforts are currently
underway to bring them into real applications.[5,6] An
exciting development has just taken place with the first
experimental synthesis of borophene,[7] whose existence
had been theoretically predicted not long before.[8–10]
The 2D character of these systems brings in unique
physical properties, sometimes resulting in desirable
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qualities, such as high electron mobilities, or high ther-
mal conductivities.[11,12] A central role in determin-
ing many of these properties is played by the phonon
dispersion. Anharmonic phonon scattering, and elec-
tron–phonon coupling, fundamentally affect the thermal
and electrical conductivities of the material, and their
magnitudes are directly related to the features of the
phonon dispersion, particularly the lower frequency
spectrum. The existence or not of a quadratic acoustic
phonon branch in the spectrum can completely change
the physics of the problem at hand. It can, for example,
lead to appreciable changes in the thermal conductivity,
which has been an object of debate in the particular case
of graphene.[13–15]
It is therefore surprising that no consensus exists as to
whether unstrained few-layer systems should always dis-
play one flexural phonon branch with quadratic phonon
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dispersion at long wavelengths, even though this is what
elasticity theory predicts.[16] Indeed, many recent ab-
initio calculations report three linear-dispersion acoustic
branches (silicene,[17–19] phosphorene,[20] MoS2,[21]
WS2,[22]MgB6,[23]WSe2 [24]), whereas some other ab-
initio calculations, and virtually every empirical potential
calculation, report one quadratic and two linear acoustic
branches (silicene,[25] phosphorene,[26,27] MoS2,[28]
WS2 [28]). Arguments have even been given to suggest
that in a buckled system the flexural branch dispersion
should no longer be quadratic.[19]
In order to clarify the situation, in this paper we for-
mulate a necessary condition for the force constants of
any relaxed mechanical system to be physically correct.
This formulation automatically guarantees the fulfill-
ment of the constraints due to crystal symmetry, transla-
tional invariance and rotational invariance.[29–31]Using
this approach, we show that a quadratic dispersion acous-
tic branch is always present on suspended few-layer sys-
tems. We also show that this can have a strong impact in
the calculated thermal conductivity of some 2D systems,
and we illustrate it in the case of the Pmmn borophene
structure, arguably one of themost complex 2Dmaterials
studied ab initio to date.
Theory
Our starting premise is: The total potential energy of a
physical system of particles, in the absence of any exter-
nal fields, can always be expressed as a function of a set
of internal coordinates that are scalars. Such coordinates
can include interatomic distances, angles, dihedrals, and
so on. This principle is a consequence of the fundamen-
tal symmetries of physics. It is also intuitively evident,
as the internal coordinates fully determine the positions
of atoms relative to each other, while guaranteeing the
isotropy and homogeneity of space. This principle is fully
general and not related to any particular form of the
energy itself.
If the system is close enough to a point of static
mechanical equilibrium, its energy can be expanded




xixj, where the {xi} are Cartesian coordinates. Since














Since the derivatives ∂ l/∂xi are known, this provides us
with the most general method to generate physically cor-
rect interatomic force constants. It suffices to first choose
the equilibrium positions, from them compute all the
internal coordinate derivatives, and then assign values to
the energy derivatives with respect to all pairs of internal
coordinates. To guarantee that the system is dynamically
stable, the ∂2E/∂ l∂ l′ need to be symmetric and positive
definite. This can be ensured by generating them from
the square of a matrix: ∂2E/∂ l∂ l′ = ∑k ATlkAkl′ .
Such a representation is overcomplete, however, since
different choices of the ∂2E/∂ l∂ l′ may yield the same
force constants. This is easily resolved by the fact that
all interatomic distances can be expressed as sole func-
tions of aminimal set of d × n internal coordinates. For n
atoms in 3D, it suffices to choose three atoms and specify
their three internal coordinates plus the 3(n − 3) inter-
nal coordinates relating them to the remaining atoms,
resulting in 3n−6 values. Similarly, in strict 2D we need
to choose two reference atoms, and consider only 2n−3
values. This has an important consequence: in 3D (2D)
6 (3) of the system’s vibrational eigenvalues are always 0,
and correspond to the rigid translations and rotations of
the system.
Thus formulated, the approach is valid for atomic clus-
ters ormolecules. To apply it to periodic systems, we shall
consider (as it is standard practice) that the system is
a periodic array of supercells which interact only with
those supercells adjacent to them.Thus, the energy can be
fully expressed as a sum over adjacent pairs of supercells,
p (with p also including the case of interactionswithin the
same cell.) The force constants can then be written in the












whereW(p)l,l′ = ∂2E/∂ l∂ l′, for l, l′ ∈ {p}, and p denotes the
pair of neighboring supercells. Since the system is peri-
odic,W(p)l,l′ must be defined in such a way that it does not
change if the atoms involved in the definition of inter-
nal coordinates l and l′ are simultaneously translated by
a lattice vector.
The approach described allows for the random gener-
ation of arbitrary atomic positions and force constants,
which satisfy the relevant symmetries ‘by construction’.
A simple illustrative example is that of a 2D infinite chain
with motions restricted to the (x,y) plane, and two atoms
in the unit cell, and interactions to third nearest neigh-
bors. The relative position of the two atoms is random,
accounting for two arbitrary parameters. Another five
random parameters correspond to the Wl,l′ between the
atoms in two adjacent unit cells. We can then numeri-
cally compute the phonon dispersion near  (q=0), and
evaluate the exponent n of the frequency dependence
on wave number ω ∝ qn for the lowest acoustic branch.
Within 100,000 random configurations, all of them had
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n compatible with 2, meaning that every system contains
a quadratic dispersion.
The analysis would not be complete, however, unless
we can address the phonon dispersion of real few-layer
systems calculated from first principles, and ascertain
whether they always contain a quadratic acoustic mode.
The approach is to find the set of Wl,l′ that, using
Equation (2), produce a set of physical IFCs that is closest
to the raw (i.e. unphysical) ab-initio calculated IFCs. As
we will see, in every case studied just very small changes
of some IFCs are able to turn the set into a physical one,
resulting in dispersions that virtually do not differ from
the raw ones, except for the perfect quadraticity of the
lowest acoustic mode.
The procedure to find the closest physical set of IFCs
for a given equilibrium system is as follows. First of all,
the raw IFCs, Hαβraw0,j are calculated, between the α and
β degrees of freedom of the central unit cell and its jth
neighboring unit cell, respectively. The standard enforce-
ment of translational invariance ensures that the three
acoustic phonon modes pass through zero at the  point
(q = (0, 0, 0).) However, in general, the threemodes have
a linear component, as shown in Figure 1.
Then, we define a suitable set of internal coordinates
for the extended system. We only need to consider the
atoms in the central unit cell, and those interacting with
them within neighboring cells. We thus pick three of
those atoms, making sure that they are not collinear,
which will act as a base, and we take their three inter-
atomic distances as coordinates. We could in principle
continue picking one of the remaining atoms at a time,
and selecting its three distances to each of the basis atoms
as coordinates. However, this approach runs into prob-
lems if the new atom lies in the same plane as the trian-
gle defined by the three basis atoms. In such cases, the
internal coordinates thus defined cannot describe out-
of-plane motions. To avoid this problem, when the new
atom is coplanar with the basis we choose a different set
of coordinates corresponding to
y(j)1 = |xj − x1|, (3a)
y(j)2 = dj,1 · (d2,1 × d3,2), (3b)
y(j)3 = dj,1 · [(d3,2 × d2,1) × d3,2], (3c)
where di,j = xi − xj. There are many possible choices
other than the above one. A potential problem may arise
with Equation (3c), if dj,1 is collinear with (d3,2 × d2,1) ×
d3,2, since the gradient of y(j)3 would then cancel. To
avoid this, when such collinearity takes place, the labels
of atoms 1, 2, and 3 are translocated as 3, 1, 2 in Equa-
tions (3a)–(3c) above.When doing this, care is taken that
(a)
(b)
Figure 1. (a) Atomic structure of Pmmn boron, showing 25 unit
cells. The a and b directions are along the horizontal and vertical
axes, respectively. All atoms belong to the same element; colors
are only intended to guide the eye. (b) Comparison between raw
(dashed) and physical (solid) phonon dispersions.
the conditions of the inverse function theorem are sat-
isfied, that is, the Jacobian matrix must have full rank.
This is easily enforced while building the set of internal
coordinates: new coordinates are appended only if they
increase the rank of the Jacobian matrix. The process is
stopped when the rank is equal to the original number
of degrees of freedom minus six. Those six degrees of
freedom that cannot be expressed in terms of internal
coordinates correspond to global rotations and transla-
tions. For convenience, fromnowonwewill label internal
coordinateswith a single index, as yl, rather than two. The
automated algorithm and coordinate choice explained
above has successfully worked for all the cases we have
tried.
The next step is to construct the matrix η relating the
physical IFCs in Cartesian and internal coordinate repre-
sentations. In other words, we want to express the force







η(i,j),(l,l′) = (∇xiyl) ⊗ (∇xjyl′). (5)
η is non zero when atoms i and j are involved in the inter-
nal coordinates yl and yl′ . This means that η is a sparse
object, which permits us to take advantage of sparse
matrix arithmetic in the calculation.However, it is impor-
tant to realize that the value ofW(l,l′) will affect not only
each pair of atoms (i, j) belonging to yl and yl′ , but also
all those pairs equivalent to the first one by a symmetry
operation of the space group (Bravais lattice translations
and point group symmetries). Thus, in the process of
constructing η these equivalent pairs ĩ, j̃ have to be iden-
tified, and the values of η(ĩ,j̃),(l,l′) properly set alongside
with those of η(i,j),(l,l′).
The last step consists in finding the values of W(l,l′)






2 between the physical IFCs given by Equation (4)
and the raw IFCs from step 1. In practical terms, this was
done by considering H and W as sparse arrays, and η as
a sparse matrix. A least squares minimization algorithm
is then used to solve for ηW  Hraw. The newly obtained
H ≡ ηW is the closest one to the original set that satis-
fies the conditions required for the system to be physical.
In sum, we change from a Cartesian representation of
the IFCs, which may violate the physically required con-
ditions of translational and rotational invariance, to an
internal coordinate representation. In this way, we are
able to obtain a new set of force constants that, by con-
struction, automatically satisfies translational and rota-
tional invariance, while being as close as possible to the
original set.
Application to borophene phonon dispersions
The result of the approach just described is illus-
trated for a novel quasi-two-dimensional material:
borophene. The possibility of a boron-based analogue
of graphene—borophene—had recently been theoreti-
cally predicted [8–10] and its first experimental demon-
stration has been just reported.[7] Boron is carbon’s
neighbor in the periodic table and has similar valence
orbitals, but its electron deficiency prevents it from form-
ing graphene-like planar honeycomb structures. The
study of boron and its compounds is singularly diffi-
cult, to the point of being considered by some authors
as ‘arguably the most complex element in the periodic
table’.[32] Many proposed new phases of boron have
been revealed as being actually boron-rich compounds
with very complex crystal structures.[33] In fact, boron
displays multiple bulk phases,[33,34] and the formation
of clusters, fullerene-type cages and nanotubes made of B
is also a subject of ongoing debate.[35–42] The ambient-
conditions stable phase of Bwas only recently determined
through a series of computational studies, the earliest of
which [43] only dates back to 2007. It comes as little sur-
prise, then, that the study of the 2D allotropes of boron
has also progressed through iterative improvement upon
previous results.
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations [8] sug-
gest that single-atomic-layer B sheets composed of trian-
gular and hexagonal motifs are locally stable, the most
stable structure of this kind being called the α-sheet.
Theoretical and experimental studies on the quasi-planar
B36 cluster with a central hexagonal hole seem to sup-
port this view.[9] However, more recent calculations [10]
have predicted two novel 2D boron structures with non-
zero thickness that are considerably more stable than
the α-sheet. These two structures represent a more radi-
cal departure from the graphene prototype than silicene,
germanene and their binary relatives. Nevertheless, one
of these phases, belonging to space group Pmmn, also
shows a distorted Dirac cone in its electronic band struc-
ture. Hence, this phase is extremely interesting as the first
material withmassless fermions that is not closely related
to a graphene-like honeycomb structure.[10]
Pmmn borophene has a buckled structure, contain-
ing eight atoms in the unit cell, and being considerably
more complex than those of other 2D materials such
as graphene or phosphorene for example (see Figure 1).
Therefore, it is particularly well suited to illustrate the
existence of a quadratic phonon branch in finite thickness
2Dmaterials. Details of the ab-initio calculations are pro-
vided in the supplemental information. Our fully relaxed
orthorhombic unit cell has side lengths a=4.52Å and
b=3.25Å, almost identical to Zhou et al.’s result.[10] The
difference between the maximum and minimum atomic
positions along the OZ axis is 2.21Å. The slab is formed
by four atomic layers along this axis, with an average
distance between them of 0.74Å.
The raw calculated phonon dispersion displays a clear
linear mode along the –X direction. By ‘raw’ we mean
calculated in the conventional fashion, where the IFCs
that result from the ab-initio calculation are only cor-
rected by enforcement of translational invariance, as
implemented, for example, in Phonopy.[44] Application
of the previously described approach results in a negligi-
ble change of the dispersion, except for turning the lowest
acoustic mode into a perfectly quadratic dispersion near
 (Figure 1). Looking at Figure 2, the change in IFCs
is very small. Despite this, the effect on the frequency
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Figure 2. Comparison between raw (ordinate) and physical
(abscissa) IFC values. (Symmetric logarithmic axes with linear
threshold at 10−1 eV/Å2.) Only the smallest IFCs differ slightly
more, in relative terms, between the two sets.
dependence of the lowest branch is dramatic. Upon closer
inspection, the only significant relative changes take place
for IFCs between atoms further than 10Å apart, whose
absolute values are nearly three orders of magnitude
below that of the largest IFC. This makes intuitive sense,
as rotational invariance is harder to satisfy by IFCs con-
necting far away atoms.
The same effect was obtained for all the systems
we have tried. Any linearity of the lowest branch goes
away, whereas the rest of the dispersion remains virtu-
ally unchanged. The changes in IFCs involved are really
subtle, which is the reason why it is very difficult to get
the correct quadratic dependence of the lowest branch
by simply imposing the various symmetries numerically.
The ‘by construction’ approach described, on the con-
trary, is able to capture this subtle effect with high pre-
cision, since the physical constraints on the IFCs are
built-in.
It has been reported that at finite temperature, the
anharmonic coupling in a single 2D layer renormalizes
the low-frequency flexural branch in the long wavelength
limit to ωZA(q) ∝ qα , with values for α ranging from
about [45] 1.2 to [46] 3/2 having been proposed. We note
that this renormalizaton has nothing to do with the finite
group velocity often obtained by ab-initio calculations of
zero temperature force constants, which is definitely an
artifact. Any calculation of thermal conductivity should
employ physically correct IFCs, which yield a quadratic
dispersion for the lowest branch in the harmonic approx-
imation. This branch could then be renormalized for
anharmonic effects if so desired.
It is also important to mention that thermal fluctu-
ations in 2D systems lead to ripples, and destroy long-
range order.[47] The magnitude of this rippling effect
depends on the system, and even on the growth con-
ditions. Nevertheless, for wavelengths longer than the
typical corrugation distance the speed of sound of one
of the three acoustic modes will still tend to zero, as
predicted by elasticity theory.
An alternative procedure to the ‘by construction’
approach proposed is to symmetrize the IFCs by enforc-
ing all the different invariance conditions afterwards.
This second approach seems to usmore complicated, and
less suitable than the ‘by construction’ method, for the
following reasons. The invariance of the potential energy
with respect to translations, rotations, and crystal sym-
metry operations imposes constraints on the interatomic
force constants. However, as pointed out previously,[48]
in typical supercell or DFPT force constant calculations,
such constraints are in general not satisfied because of
intrinsic errors in the computational algorithms (e.g.
from incomplete basis sets or imperfect self-consistency).
Therefore, these invariance constraints must be explicitly
imposed on the force constants after they have already
been calculated. In a fully relaxed bulk crystal, the har-
monic force constants must satisfy the Huang invariance
conditions,[29] which gives 15 independent constraint
equations taking account of the symmetry. In addition
to these, there are 9k equations each imposing transla-
tional and rotational invariance, where k is the number
of atoms in a primitive unit cell. These 18k+15 condi-
tions must be imposed, on top of those associated with
the specific crystal symmetries. Various approaches to do
this have been implemented (χ2 minimization, Lagrange
multipliers, and so on and so forth), but the best way to do
this remains ambiguous (e.g. allowing only a maximum
percent change in IFCs vs. an absolute change).
Effect of corrected dispersion on thermal
conductivity
The seemingly minor corrections of the phonon dis-
persion shown above can have a dramatic effect on
the computed lattice thermal conductivity. In the case
of borophene, the physically correct phonon dispersion
yields κ values which are less than half of those obtained
with the unphysical linear dispersion from the uncor-
rectedDFT calculation. Evenmore striking is the fact that
the anisotropy is reversed: the correct result is κb > κa,
whereas the linear dispersion calculation wrongly pre-
dicts κa > κb. This is related to the large enhancement
of the low-frequency phonon scattering rates, which is
produced by the larger density of states of the quadratic
branch. As shown in Figure 3, the phonon scattering rates
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Figure 3. Comparison between calculated thermal conductivity
(a) and scattering rates (b) using raw (red) or physical (blue) IFCs.
The thermal conductivity of 2D systems has units of W/K. In order
to compare with bulk materials one can divide the 2D conductiv-
ity by a chosen thickness of the film. For single or very thin layers,
such thickness is ambiguous, however, so we have preferred to
keep the 2D units here.
are nearly unchanged, except for energies below 10meV,
where the physical ones are roughly 10 times larger than
the rawones. It is these low-frequency phonons that carry
most of the heat, due to their longer lifetimes. Therefore,
the effect on lattice thermal conductivity is substantial.
Regarding the anisotropy reversal, this can be under-
stood by looking again at Figure 1. The raw phonon
dispersion is almost quadratic in the  − Y direction,
but it displays a noticeable linear component in the  −
X direction. The correction is therefore much stronger
along direction a, ANR Carnot SIEVE, and the κaa com-
ponent of the conductivity tensor is consequently much
more strongly reduced than the κbb component, when the
IFCs are corrected.We point out that the first experimen-
tally synthesized samples of borophene show metallic
characteristics,[7] in which case an electronic contribu-
tion would add up to the total thermal conductivity. This
metallic character might be linked to the fact that the
samples are grown on a substrate, rather than suspended.
Thermal transport has a crucial influence on the
efficiency of ever shrinking nanoelectronic devices. An
active material’s thermal conductivity should ideally
be high enough to efficiently dissipate the heat out
into the heat sink. The thermal conductivity we obtain
for borophene is still 20 times lower than that of
pure graphene, but it is nevertheless similar to that of
MoS2,[49] which is already being integrated in electronic
and optoelectronic devices.[2] Therefore, from the ther-
mal point of view, borophene would be well qualified.
Borophene’s thermal conductivity displays a significant
in-plane anisotropy, κb/κa, of about 1.3 at room tem-
perature. This unusual feature places borophene along-
side another highly anisotropic new 2D compound, black
phosphorene, and it may play an important role when
heat dissipation issues are considered in the design of
devices involving these materials.[20,26,27]
Concluding remarks
We have reformulated the expression for IFCs in terms
of internal coordinates, thus ensuring that they are physi-
cally valid. In this formulation, the lowest phonon branch
of an atomistically described finite thickness layer is
always quadratic in the harmonic approximation, in con-
trast with the linear dispersion often found in ab-initio
calculated phonon spectra of suspended layers. This
quadraticity is linked to very subtle differences in the
values of the IFCs, and it is hard to come by even if trans-
lational and rotational symmetry conditions are numer-
ically enforced. On the contrary, in our formulation the
IFCs are physically valid ‘by construction’, and they auto-
matically satisfy all the required symmetries without any
need to impose them individually.
By numerically finding the physical IFC set that is
closest to the ab-initio one, we obtained phonon disper-
sions that are almost indistinguishable from the original
ones to the bare eye, except for the fact that their lowest
phonon branch is quadratic at. In the case of borophene
this has a dramatic effect on the computed thermal
conductivity, which decreases by 50% and reverses its
anisotropy when the correct physical force constants are
used. Borophene is predicted to have a rather large ther-
mal conductivity comparable to that of MoS2, and a sig-
nificant in plane anisotropy comparable in order of mag-
nitude with that of black phosphorene. Thus we conclude
that, from the thermal transport point of view, borophene
is not incompatible with applications in nanoelectronics.
As a more general and far-reaching conclusion, we find
that quadratic dispersion of the lowest phonon branch is
a universal feature of unstrained 2D systems, either single
layer or few-layer, buckled or not; thus, the linear disper-
sion of the out-of-planemodes often observed in ab-initio
calculated spectra of 2D materials is an artifact resulting
from unphysical IFCs.
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